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SUBJECTS THULE ADVISORY GROUPS

1. AEC Group. The function of this group la to determine when enough 
veapon parte have been recovered to assure that security of Restricted 
Data and responsibilities for nuclear safety have been adequately 
covered. This function has been discussed vith Lee Hancock. He 
agrees that this is an ALO function which normally has been exercised 
by ALO, SC, and the nuclear laboratory responsible for the design of 
the weapon involved in the accident. Heretofore, no special arrange
ments have been made for exercising this responsibility. However, it 
is recognised that few, if any, prior accidents parallel the Thule 
accident. Mr. Hancock will meet today with LASL and SC representatives 
to discuss the function for the group and recommend the type of direc
tion that DMA might want to issue. Ue will work with ALO and prepare 
the necessary correspondence for your signature.

2.

,0

Where will veapon parts be shipped? Hr. Hancock advises that he had 
verbally instructed the AEC people (LASL. SC, Mason & Hanger, and AEC) 
to package and ship all veapon parts to the modification center at 
Pantex. Since the question has been raised, he will today issue these 
instructions in a TWX to the group at Thule and request confirmation 
from General Hunziker. We see no problem in this arrangement. Once 
the parts have arrived at Pantex, they will be thoroughly examined, 
identified and associated with a specific veapon by whatever evidence 
is available such as serial numbers or matched pieces. After this 
examination, which will more or less confirm the preliminary analysis 
at Thule, recommendations will be made to DMA as to whether or not 
further search may be necessary to adequately assure the protection 
of Restricted Data and nuclear safety.

3. The PoD-AEC Advisory Croup on the Effects of Contamination of B-52
Crash at Thule. We understand that the function of this group is 
to assure public health and safety in its broadest sense and longest 
terms. If this is correct, we suggest that the primary AEC responsi
bility belongs to Biology and Medicine. B6M has been involved la
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this type of activity since Hiroshima. In weapon test activities 
In the Pacific* B£M has participated directly with AEC and AEC 
contractor employees as well as through contractual arrangements 
with outside firms. Of course, DMA certainly has an Interest in 
this group and would participate to some degree and provide the 
appropriate assistance to B6tf. The AEC weapons laboratories 
employees, of course, would also be available to E6fet.

R. C. Stone
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